Summary: Using stopping times, a class of successive approximation methods for discounted Markov decision problems is constructed. This class contains many known procedures and a number of new ones.
In this paper we consider finite state Markov decision processes with finite decision spaces for each state. The optimality criterion will be total expected discounted reward over an infinite time horizon. For these problems a great variety of optimization procedures has been developed. We divide them in two classes: policy improvement procedures and policy improvement-value determination procedures.
For procedures of the first class the main part of each iteration step is a policy improvement procedure ([IJ, [2J, [3J, [9J) . For procedures of the second class each iteration step contains a policy improvement part and a part in which the values for the new strategy are estimated or computed ([4J, [5J, [6J, [7J, [8J, [3J) . As a matter of fact it is possible to expand any procedure of the first class to a procedure of the second class.
For different procedures this has been proved in [3J. A general approach will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
In this paper a unifying approach will be given for all known policy improvement procedures. At the same time a number of new policy improvement procedures is generated. It is proved that, in a way, our generating principle is exhaustive.
We use stopping times for the generation of policy improvement procedures.
Actually the choice of a stopping time (or equivalently a go ahead set) will determine a procedure. We will present sufficient and necessary conditions for the stopping time which guarantee the convergence of the procedure (nonzero stopping times) and which guarantee that the procedure only requires the use of stationary Markov or memoryless decision rules (stationary second order Markov or transition memoryless stopping times).
The main tool in this paper consists of the theory of monotone contraction mappings, which has been used intensively in the past in this type of problems ([10J, [IIJ) . -if a € Sn, k is defined to be n; a n -hence a € S (n;:: 1) may be written as ([aJ O ,[aJ l ,· . . ,[aJ k
There is a one-to-one correspondence between stopping times and go ahead sets:
The correspondence between stopping times and go ahead sets may be represented by:
a€A, (a,R.) i A, R. € S~,(a,R.,sl,s2"") = k a (R.) i A, R. € S~,(R.,sl,s2"") = 0 • We will apply the concepts of stopping time and go ahead set at will, always with this correspondence in mind. 
.~with E a subset of S, defined by:
We now suppose that a reward structure has been given: at each time instant n a reward is earned. This reward q(a) depends on the history until that time: a € Sn+l. So the reward structure is a function q on A co ' q is supposed to be bounded and (without loss of generality) to be zero on SO. Rewards are discounted with discountfactor S (0 < S < I). We further denote the state of the stochastic process at time n by the random variable x and reward at n time n by the random variable q • The probability of path a € Sn is denoted n by pea). P(ali) denotes the probability of a given X o = L All such conditional probabilities are supposed to be defined properly. Defined on the process, the stopping time is a random variable. Definition 1.3. A is a go ahead set, T its corresponding stopping time.
The operator LA (or L T ) on R N is defined by:
(where E denotes expectation), or equivalently: 
the proof follows straightforward.
-5 -Theorem 1.2. Suppose: I) the stopping time t~s nonzero, 2) the random variables t and qt+1 are conditionally independent (condition:
x =~, t < 00, X = j) for all 1 E N, i,j E S, o t i, t < 00, x t = j) = E(q1 I x o = j) for all tEN, i,j E S, then LA 0 is the unique fixed point of Lt'
The statement is now implied by the foregoing lemma. Stopping times and contraction in Markov decision processes.
From this section on we will treat Markov decision processes with state space S as described below.
Definition 2.1. The following theorem gives an assertion about the fixed point. , D
• A set of optimization procedures.
The operator U serves for some specific choices of T to construct opti-, mization procedures, which aim actually at finding UAoo0' In the set-up of this paper the question now arises how generally it is true that U induces T a procedure. Theorem 3.2. If T is a transition memoryless stopping time:
jtT ( It is possible to define a new Markov decision process with essentially the same decision rules in such a way that LDv is exactly the vector of total T expected discounted rewards. Hence for this new Markov decision process attention may be restricted to memoryless strategies (e.g. [6J, [IOJ, [12J) , which implies the same for the original problem. This new Markov decision process is defined in the following way: S, the new set of states, consists of So and two representations of S: S* = {s* I s E S} and S* = {s* I s € S}.
So some states of S are three times represented in S and others two times.
For the S u So we define: 
Transition memoryless stopping times are the only stopping times, for which restriction to memoryless decision rules is always allowed: 
